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Abstract 

Strengthening of the lower uterine segment and formation of a “closing apparatus” 
for carrying a subsequent pregnancy in the absence of the cervix in patients with 
cervical cancer after conserving treatment in the amount of radical 
transabdominaltrachelectomy. Materials and Research Methods: the study included 
26 patients with cervical cancer of stage I in the reproductive age who received 
treatment in the amount of radical transabdominaltrachelectomy (RTT). In the 
course of surgery in the amount of RTT, after an imposition of an utero-vaginal 
anastomosis, the strengthening of the lower uterine segment by setting and fixing 
a mesh of TiNi and its modelling within the range from the lower uterine segment 
to the upper third of the vagina was performed. Results: with regard to the issue of 
strengthening the utero-vaginal anastomosis, the implant takes over the function 
of the basic "closing apparatus" of the uterine and provides functional support and 
stability of the utero-vaginal anastomosis against the effects of intrauterine and 
intraperitoneal pressure. Conclusion: the usefulness of a mesh implant of the 
superelasticTiNi is due to its biomechanical properties: it is not absorbed, but gets 
fused with the surrounding tissue and provides resistance of tissues to excessive 
strain. 
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1 Introduction 
Over the past 10 years in the Russian Federation up to 15 thousand first time cases 

of cervical cancer (CC) have been recorded annually, which is about 7% of the total 

number of cancer patients. Cervical cancer is most often diagnosed in women aged 

40-60 years old, while in recent years there has been a negative trend – an 

increase in the incidence of women of the reproductive age with an annual growth 

rate of 2-7%, a similar trend continuing in the Siberian region [1, 2]. In this 

connection, new medical technologies of treating cervical cancer in women of the 

childbearing age are currently being actively developed, as evidenced by 

numerous publications in the world literature [3]. 

Nowadays, one of the priorities of modern oncology is conserving treatment [4, 5, 

6]. According to FIGO data, in CC patients with cervical tumour dissemination 

process of more than 3mm, the process is considered invasive, and in such cases 

the treatment is conducted by aggressive methods. 

At early stages of cervical cancer (IB1 and IIA stages with the size of the tumour 

equal to less than 4cm) the prognosis is favourable [7, 8]. In treatment of invasive 

cervical cancer, until recently, the classical methods were the surgical and the 

combined methods at all stages of the disease. Surgical treatment implies 

performing the Wertheim operation and, if combined treatment is necessary, 

applying radiation therapy. Naturally, holding these therapies is accompanied by 

the loss of fertility [9]. At present, the conservative operation of radical 

trachelectomy for treatment of patients with cervical cancer of IA2-IB2 stages is 

developed and widely implemented (FIGO) [10, 11]. 

The origins of organ-preserving treatment of invasive cervix cancer are commonly 

considered to date back to 1950s, when the Romanian surgeon E. Aburel was the 

first to publish an article in a Romanian magazine that expressed the idea of the 

possibility to conduct extended abdominal trachelectomy in cases of in situ cancer 

and microinvasive cervical cancer [12]. 

At the beginning of the XXI century gynaecological oncologists took an interest in 

extended trachelectomy performed by the transabdominal access again, and the 

undisputed leaders of this trend have been a group of authors from Hungary, the 
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UK and the USA [13, 14]. Performing the surgery in this way provides a more radical 

removal of the vaginal cuff, paracervical and paravaginal fibre, especially in the 

case of the uterine vessels ligation in the place of their discharge from the internal 

iliac vessels and, in fact, it is comparable to extended hysterectomy [15, 16]. In 

addition, the implementation of expanded trachelectomy with an application of the 

abdominal access is also possible for larger tumours - even up to 6cm at IA2-IB2 

stages (FIGO) [17]. Carrying organ-preserving treatment in patients with cervical 

cancer of IB1, and in some cases, IV2 and IIA stages, (selection criteria - tumour size 

of less than 4cm, no signs of metastasis) is possible in the amount of radical 

trachelectomy [18]. The amount of tissue removed during the operation is similar 

to the Wertheim operation, but the body of the uterus and the appendages are 

preserved. Currently, the oncological effectiveness is proved and the data on a 

successful pregnancy and delivery after radical trachelectomy are available [19]. 

As for the histological tumour type, according to the results of the investigations, 

the incidence of cervical cancer progression as in squamous cell carcinoma and 

adenocarcinoma has no statistical differences [19]. 

Currently, various modifications of trachelectomy surgery are considered. In the 

first place, they are the imposition of a reanastomosis of the uterine arteries in 

order to improve the uterine blood supply and to improve the conditions for the 

implantation of the ovum, as well as the formation of the uterine-placental 

complex and the gestation period [5]. 

One of the important and unresolved issues is the need to strengthen the lower 

uterine segment and the formation of a "closing apparatus" for carrying a 

subsequent pregnancy in the absence of the cervix. The closing function failure of 

the uterus isthmus (isthmus-cervical incompetence) can lead to mechanical 

lowering and a prolapse of the fetal bladder, which creates conditions for an 

infection. Moreover, there is a possibility of the fetal bladder interference into the 

anastomosis area, which contributes to a further expansion and a growing threat 

of termination of pregnancy, as well as development of the utero-vaginal 

anastomosis dehiscence. Currently, at the initial stages of pregnancy in healthy 

women in the case of cervical incompetence the common method of imposing a 

cerclage on the cervix is applied. Naturally, this operation is unfeasible in any 

versions in the case of cervical hysterectomy. For the category of patients with 

cervical cancer after radical trachelectomy the cerclage in the lower uterine 

segment is usually applied in the period from 8th to 17th week of pregnancy. At 
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the same time, the possibility of preventing a failure of the utero-vaginal 

anastomosis in the early and late postoperative period, as well as directly during 

the surgery is actively discussed. However, the known methods of imposing the 

cerclage in the lower uterine segment area using dacron, silk, nylon and chromic 

catgut as the surgical suture cannot be recognized as sufficiently effective. 

Using any of the above mentioned materials in any case creates additional 

conditions for infection and therefore requires an antimicrobial therapy. It is also 

necessary to consider the possibility of adverse effects of drugs (antibacterial 

products) on the fetus. The most frequent complications resulting from surgical 

treatment of isthmus-cervical incompetence after trachelectomy with sutures 

include teething of the anastomosis tissue, occurrence of bedsores with further 

formation of fistulas, as well as transverse or circular gaps [7]. 

In the available literature there are no sources which would represent sufficiently 

effective options for strengthening the lower uterine segment in order to form the 

uterine closing apparatus directly during radical abdominal trachelectomy. The aim 

of our study is to provide a method of forming the uterine closing apparatus in 

patients with cervical cancer after radical abdominal trachelectomy. 

2   Materials and Methods 

The study included 26 patients with cervical cancer of stage I in the reproductive 
age who received treatment in the amount of radical transabdominaltrachelectomy 
in the department of gynaecological oncology at the Federal State Funded 
Institution "Cancer Research Institute," from 2012 to 2014. Patients with cervical 
cancer of stage I were divided into the following sub-stages: Ia1 stage - 7 patients 
(27%); Ia2 - 8 (31%); Ib1- 11 patients (42%). In all the cases non-keratinizing 
squamous cell carcinoma of different differentiation degrees was verified 
morphologically. The average age of the patients was 28.7 ± 4.5 years old. 

During the surgical treatment in the amount of radical abdominal trachelectomy, 

after an imposition of the utero-vaginal anastomosis, the lower uterine segment 

was strengthened by a mesh of a superelasticTiNi thread (Fig. 1a, 1b). The 

installation and fixation of the TiNi mesh was carried out with modelling it within 

the area between the lower uterine segment and the upper third of the vagina 

(Fig. 2a, 2b). The fixation of the mesh was performed by putting four separate 

stitches along the perimeter. 
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Fig. 1. SuperelasticTiNi mesh implant 

a b 

Fig. 2. Surgical wound type: a − fixation of mesh implant around lower 

uterine segment, b − final form of surgical wound 

The dimensions of the TiNi mesh (TN-1) were as follows: the width of 4-5 cm; 

the length of 7-8 cm; the thread diameter of 0.1-0.08mm; the mesh unit size of 

3-5mm. The length of the mesh implant was in the range of 5-7cm, which 

corresponds to the anatomy of the defect and allows making at least one 

complete wrap around the anastomosis with a slight overlap.  

The stages of the operation are shown in Fig. 2. After the removal of the distal 

portion of the cervix and the upper third of the vagina, in accordance with Fig. 2, 

the anastomosis between them is formed by means of suturing with a 

continuous thread along the perimeter which is further wrapped with the mesh 

implant (Fig. 3). The mesh implant has the form of a stocking with the width of 

4-5cm and is made of a superelasticTiNi tread with the diameter of 0.08-0.1mm 

and the mesh size of 3-5mm. The implant length is of 7-8cm. The fixation of the 

implant for the purpose of primary immobilization is performed by putting four 

separate stitches along the perimeter (Fig. 3). 
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a b c 

Fig. 3. a − Schematically represented operating zone area for case of conserving 

therapy of invasive cervical cancer; 

b − schematically represented zone of implant installation and fixation; 

c − schematically represented operating wound after implant fixation 

The numbers refer to: 1 − the body of the uterus; 2 − the cervical canal; 3 – the 
cervix; 4 − the vagina; 5 − the mesh implant; 6 – the stitches. 

The proposed method has been developed and tested in the gynaecology 

department of the Federal State Funded Institution "Institute of Oncology" of SB 

RAS (the positive decision on granting a patent from 5.03.2014). 

The case follow-up of this group of patients in the postoperative period was 

performed using ultrasound monitoring of pelvic organs. In addition, in the 

postoperative period the conditions of the lower uterine segment and the area 

of the anastomosis were assessed by overview radiography. 

Clinical example 

The patient Z., 34 years old, was hospitalized in the Department of Gynaecology 

at the State Institution "Institute of Oncology" of SB RAS in February 2012. On 

admission, she complained of periodic aching drawing pains in the lower 

abdomen and bloody spotting from the genital tracts. 

With this complaint, the patient consulted the gynaecological department of an 

antenatal clinic and was further appointed for hospitalisation at the Oncology 

Research Institute with the post-test diagnosis of suspected cancer of the 

cervix. 

At the admission a complete clinical and laboratory examination was held. 
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The examination revealed the following deviances: the cervix increased to 5cm 

with signs of erosion and contact bleeding; scarce bloody discharge from the 

external os. The colposcopy results were as follows: the vaginal portion of the 

cervix covered by stratified squamous epithelium; in the area of the front lip of 

the uterine mouth and on the right external uterine os several sites with coarse 

mosaics on acetic whitish epithelium, as well as numerous atypical vessels in 

the form of coarse points; an increased vulnerability of the epithelium; within 

the range from 3 to 5 o’clock  on the contingent dial elevated areas of an 

intense acetic-white colour, small bleeding erosions and atypical vascularization 

in the form of randomly arranged vessels of bizarre shapes which do not 

anastomise together (broken tangled blood vessels, capillary needle capillaries); 

around the external os atypical vessels in the form of points and an increased 

vessel vulnerability. 

After applying Schiller samples in the area of the anterior and posterior lips of 

the uterine mouth numerous areas of epithelium with a negative reaction to 

iodine were visualized. 

The impression smears for cytology were taken with a cervix-brush. The 

cytological conclusion number 2141 was as follows: non-squamous cervical 

cancer with symptoms of koilocytosis. 

A biopsy of the cervix by colposcopy control was performed (section from 3 to 6 

o’clock). The histological conclusion № 23001-44 was as follows: non-squamous 

cervical cancer of a moderate differentiation degree with an invasion up to 

5mm, a spread up to 5-6mm and cancerous emboli in cervical vessels; the level 

of SCC in the blood serum - 2.3 IU. 

The data of the MRI of the pelvic and abdominal cavity were as follows: the 

cervix of an expressed granular heterogeneous nature; the thickness having 

unit anechoic fluid inclusions of up to 5mm; the internal os extended to 5mm; 

the cervical canal up to its middle third extended up to 6mm; the contours of 

the anterior and posterior lips - rough, clear, having hyperechoic linear strokes 

without acoustic effects; the blood flow in the thickness of the uterus of the 

mixed type; the ovaries of normal size, without pathology. 

The set of the deviations evidenced the presence of invasive cervical cancer in 

stage T1a2N0M0 which allowed conserving surgery. 
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After preoperative preparations on 25.03.2011 the operation in the amount of 

radical abdominal trachelectomy was carried out (the access – lower midline 

laparotomy). The first step was performing iliac pelvic lymphadenectomy. The 

express cyto- and histological study gave no data of metastatic lesions of the 

lymph nodes. The examination revealed no distant metastases. The uterus was 

dense, normal in size. The fallopian tubes and the ovaries had no visual 

changes. The second stage included performing mobilization of the uterus, 

amputation of the cervix at the level of the upper third of the vagina and at the 

level of the internal os of the uterus. Sampling of biopsy specimens for cyto- 

and histological examination was performed on the resection line. The 

conclusion: no tumour cells found. Next, a continuous anastomosis was applied 

between the uterus and vagina and a mesh implant in the form of a stocking 

having the width of 5 cm made of a superelasticTiNi thread was imposed around 

the anastomosis and fixed in the projection onto 3, 6, 9, 12 o’clock of the 

contingent dial.  

The planned postoperative histological examination of the material №5453-

99/12 confirmed the presence of areas of squamous cell carcinoma with no 

keratinization with perifocal dense lymphoid infiltration. Along the resection line 

there was no tumour. Cancerous emboli were not detected. 

The sutures were removed on the day 7-8 (the healing of the surgical wound – 

per primam). 

At the moment the case is followed up (once every 3 months) in the 

department of gynaecological oncology at the Federal State Funded Institution 

"Institute of Oncology". The follow-up examination after 12 months revealed no 

data of the tumour process progression. The speculum examination data: the 

vaginal mucosa of pale pink colour, visually not changed; the anastomosis line - 

smooth, with clear boundaries, visually not changed; the uterus and the 

appendages of normal size, mobile, painless; the discharge - whites, lean. The 

cytology examination of the anastomosis line smears identified cells of stratified 

squamous epithelium without pathological changes. 

According to the ultrasonography and MRI of the pelvic organs, the anastomosis 

zone had no pathological impurities. 
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3     Results and discussion 
Superelastic mesh implants of TiNi are widely used in current medical practice, 

including treatment of cancer patients. Advances in technologies of 

manufacturing thin threads of superelasticTiNi allow producing mesh structures 

whose elasticity is comparable to traditional sutures and dressings. Additionally, 

implants of TiNi treads have record biocompatibility and implantability, which 

removes the question of their subsequent disposal as required while using 

traditional materials [19]. 

The feasibility of using a mesh implant of superelasticTiNi is due to its 

biomechanical properties: it is not absorbed, but gets fused with the 

surrounding tissue and provides resistance of tissue to excessive strain. With 

regard to the issue of strengthening the utero-vaginal anastomosis, the implant 

takes over the function of the basic "closing apparatus" of the uterine and 

provides functional support and stability of the utero-vaginal anastomosis to the 

effects of intrauterine and intraperitoneal pressure. Having a developed surface, 

the mesh carries the main load and evenly distributes it over the area of the 

anastomosis eliminating the possibility of local effort concentration and 

associated fractures or pressure ulcers and fistulas. 

The important point is the ability of the superelasticTiNi mesh to follow the 

shape of any surface without pre-deformation, which in relation to the problem 

makes it possible to lock the utero-vaginal anastomosis directly in the 

operation, providing the necessary "closing" effect. The mesh of TiNi threads 

with a superelasticity effect is involved in all deformation processes of the 

surrounding tissue because it can repeatedly return to its original state 

providing flexibility and robust durability of the formed anastomosis, which is 

important in view of a planned pregnancy in such patients. What is more, the 

mesh implant does not interfere with the process of coalescence between the 

contiguous uterus and vesicovaginal fascia. 

The selected thread thickness in the range of 0.08-0.1 mm is due, on the one 

hand, to the technological capabilities of manufacturing thin threads available 

today, and on the other hand, to the need to ensure sufficient elasticity of the 

mesh structure. At the diameter of the thread of more than 0.1 mm the implant 

elasticity is considered insufficient. Development of the technology of producing 

TiNi threads allows predicting transition to even thinner threads [6, 19]. 
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The dimensions of the mesh cell in the range of 3-5 mm are due, on the one 

hand, to the ability to weave threads having ultimate flexibility, and on the 

other hand, to the possibility of preventing the prolapse of tissue into the lumen 

of the mesh. The width of the mesh implant within 4.5cm corresponds to the 

anatomy of the defect providing a tissue covering on both sides of the 

anastomosis. Weaving the implant in the form of a stocking provides absence of 

traumatic ends of protruding metal wires and, moreover, the possibility of 

adapting the width of the stocking to the defect configuration. The length of the 

mesh implant in the range of 5-7 cm corresponds to the anatomy of the defect, 

which allows making at least one complete wrap around the anastomosis with a 

slight overlap. Imposing the mesh structure for tightening the anastomosis zone 

provides a transfer of pressure from the stitches onto the implant directly during 

the operation, which largely eliminates the likelihood of adverse effects. 

Fixation of the implant by surface stitches is not connected with occurrences of 

traumatic punctures and creates minimal effort, since it only immobilizes the 

implant for the nearest point preventing it from slipping. 

In addition, an important point of managing this group of patients is the case 

follow-up within the postoperative period with the assessment of anatomical 

and functional viability of the anastomosis. In this regard, the use of the 

superelasticTiNi mesh is quite justified, since it does not create any obstacles for 

ultrasound monitoring during different periods of the observation. Furthermore, 

in view of the radio-opacity of the material, it is possible to conduct 

observational radiography to assess the status of the anastomosis. 

4    Conclusion 

Thus, at the present time conserving therapy in the amount of radical abdominal 

trachelectomy takes a worthy place among surgical procedures performed in 

modern gynaecological oncology. A promising area of research is evaluation of 

cancer effectiveness and analysis of long-term results after radical 

trachelectomy of various modifications, as well as development of rehabilitation 

actions, including psychological, physical and medical aspects. Studies on 

evaluation of fertility features, pregnancy, perinatal outcomes and patients’ 

quality of life after organ-preserving treatment are of great interest.  
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